To put it quite simply: if you are white trash, this is the perfect night out for you! This establishment is definitely not authentic by any stretch of any imagination and perfect for those low class folks who believe this is a real night out. Over salted and greasy food.

Side note: employees are Chinese, not Japanese.
Remember: I am Asian. I know mochi. These are not good and overpriced. They are ice cream mochi which are small in size and easily become freezer burned if not stored well. When you order a large quantity they stick them into plastics grocery bags (yes, just the large ones you see at the grocery check out). The place that sells them is dank and dirty. To be honest you'd be better off getting mochi ice cream at Trader Joe's!

I guess if you were a white person who has no clue what mochi is, this would be fine for you.
June C.

This theater lives up to its reviews. I loved the small theater feel without sketchy crowds (despite it being in New Haven) and the seats were roomy and comfortable. No stadium seating so if there is a tall patron in front of you, you're stuck. Adult $11.50 and senior $8.50. Small crowds at Saturday 3:30pm showing with ample seats available. Start time listed is prior to previews so expect your movie to start 10-15 minutes after listed start time! Not an AMC theater.
Went today with a large group for Thanksgiving dinner ($52/pp plus tip and tax). Was impressed by the array of food--from traditional Thanksgiving fare (turkey!) to breakfast food (eggs Benedict), to seafood (crab legs, raw oysters, large cocktail shrimp). They did run out of oysters by the middle of the 5pm seating (so I suggest earlier seating). Service was nice whenever we asked for something, though we were never offered juices or sofas that were part of the buffet. Dessert was great with freshly made ice cream and donuts! I will say I would go back again and it was worth the $. Everyone raves about the views but seriously - it's New Haven. Come on. There is no view.
Underwhelming for the price. I have tried the Nutella, Cannoli, and an Oreo-chocolate type one. TBH for $3.46 per donut, I would rather buy a jar of nutella and some chewy white bread.

Cashiers were also a bit confused about who was to ring me out. For the purchase of one donut.
I really like this place because it def gives you the sense that you are eating healthy. With a wheat wrap bing option and lots of healthy veggies (e.g. Kale and cucumber) it is the wayyy healthier and tastier version of chipotle. For less than $9 you can get two wraps (saving one to go!)! Unfortunately seating is very limited and not very comfy, and I shudder to think what the line would look like during a busy lunch hour when students are on campus - but the food and service are great! Please note: I am Chinese American and typically HATE having Chinese when I'm out. This is a bit more eclectic and fusion and it's not your typical greasy trashy Chinese joint--and I loved it. Sauces threw me tho; either I missed a description of what they were or would have liked to just taste (tho I didn't ask).
June C.

6/28/15

Went for burritos and when I got mine (and dad got his), the rice was undercooked. I brought it back up and said "The rice is not done" and the response was, "Are you sure"...to which I replied, "I am Asian, I know rice". They redid it but the rice remained underdone. Did not complain again in case someone decided to spit in my food...we chucked it and just left. FYI: my comment re: spitting in my food was NOT based on Boloco experience...my brother used to work at a restaurant and did this when people complained so I now live in fear of it happening :D

Comment by John P. of Boloco:

Hey J Y.,...

Useful 1  Funny 1  Cool 0
June C.

12 months ago

Updated review

"Sorry it was above you to make another phone call"? That's the crap kind of response that the owner makes when they supposedly lose a planner? Talk about a dick response from someone who is supposedly soliciting work. Why would you hire someone with this holier than thou attitude and incompetence at losing a planner?!

1 Previous Review

6/28/15
Called and got immediate response. Explained estimate I needed for yardwork and was told they'...
This is probably the crappiest gym I have been to around the world. I give it two stars due to the fact that all the cardio equipment I used worked and they had a good variety. However there was no space allocated for stretching nor was there a free studio to use if you wanted to do your own thing. The front desk person this am, Bethany, was the rudest person and just full of attitude - seriously I don't care if you would "lose your job" (I am sure McDonalds would hire you) but you are the front line customer service person! The cardio kickbox class I took last night was so unsafe in terms of not giving clear instructions for moves (I am an instructor) and the instructor stated he had a meeting so class had to end 20 mins early (uh, isn't that when you get a sub!?). As a trainer he looked frail and totally out of shape. Way too many employees walking around doing...
Good lord talk about idiocy and incompetence! Why the hell in this day and age would there be no separate line for just tickets? So what they have is barely educated morons trying to manage snack orders for the obese and also try to add $7 plus $7. Unfortunately it's this or the Hanover Nugget but heaven forbid the Nugget get movies which pander to the masses. You've got no choice and like a fool I remain in line with all the other idiots.

And for the idiot reviewer who said popcorn is popped fresh- please explain the person hauling in the garbage bag of popcorn from the back room. Ohhhhh secret popcorn machines in the back room!

Be kind my ass. I pay for my ticket and decent customer service. Decent. I'm not asking for stellar. I'm asking for a bare minimum of competence.

At least they're reopen after their flea infection of two summers back.